As a Certified Athletic Trainer for more than 25 years, Jason McWilliams of the UCHealth Steadman Hawkins Clinic Denver and Medicine in Motion has seen many modalities and technologies come and go in the rehabilitation world. Fortunately, the Game Ready System has been a constant, offering clinically proven outcomes to help patients recover from orthopedic injury or surgery.

McWilliams began using Game Ready about 15 years ago as the system emerged to clinicians and sports medicine providers. “Game Ready was a game-changer,” he says. “We had seen Game Ready on the sidelines at NFL games and had heard athletic trainers and athletes rave about the device.”

Working closely with the professional and amateur athletes, and seeing the technology in action, McWilliams recognized that Game Ready was setting a new standard of care in the treatment of sports injuries. The portable system integrates adjustable cold with pneumatic compression to deliver an advanced application of the RICE regimen that improves outcomes and gets players back on the field.

“Ice and compression had always been essential tools at the clinic for helping patients with the healing process. Game Ready simply took this application to the next level,” states McWilliams. “Game Ready changes how we can treat patients – no more messy ice bags and wet elastic strips. And better results.”

The UCHealth Steadman Hawkins Clinic Denver sees thousands of patients a year, many of whom are treated with the Game Ready System, enabling them to take an active part in their recovery.

“It has been amazing to observe how simply adding a Game Ready System to the treatment protocol can decrease the pain and swelling without narcotics, as well as improve compliance.”

“Game Ready changes how we can treat patients – no more messy ice bags and wet elastic strips. And better results.”* 

Jason McWilliams is also a Certified Athletic Trainer with Medicine in Motion, a group that provides complete medical care for the action sports world. “Medicine in Motion has provided medical coverage for the ESPN Winter X Games, ESPN Summer X Games, and the ESPN Global X Games events. The participating athletes ask for Game Ready by name to help prepare for and recover from their events.” Game Ready can help injured athletes get back to competing. Says McWilliams, “The results are something the athlete cannot get simply from wrapping on an ice bag. Working with Game Ready and having the units on hand has made our lives as practitioners better and helped make many athletes more successful.”
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*All testimonial statements based on individual experience, not a manufacturer’s claim, results may vary.

There are inherent risks in all medical devices. Please refer to the product labeling for Indications, Cautions, Warnings and Contraindications. Refer to www.gameready.com for product safety technical bulletins.
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